You Are Unique! No. You Really Are Unique
Each of us is astrologically unique.
There is no conclusive evidence found that someone else in this world
was born the same exact month, date, year, hour, and minute as you.
While you were born, without interruption, the celestial bodies were doing
their routine thing: creating magic in the heavens the same exact way that it has
been doing since man has known there to be heavenly bodies. Meanwhile, down
to earth-we terrestrial beings took our places underneath this wonderment at
birth. Regardless of birth or death, the heavens and celestial bodies’ show goes
on with-all its consistencies and continuums. We are merely invited and birthed
into this uniqueness.
As I will explain (when you get to the part in this book and find your
rising/ascendant sign), though you may share the same sun sign and moon sign as
many people in this universe, the rising sign is unique in that as the earth rotates
on its axis, a different degree of the sun’s path around it rises above the horizon
every 4 minutes-resulting in a new constellation (zodiac sign) on the ascendant
approximately every 2 hours. Because of this, within the 24-hour day, any of the
12 zodiac signs will be found on this ascendant. This constant rotation is the
reason why it is highly unlikely that someone will have the same sun sign, moon
sign and rising sign as you. The order, balance and continuity of the heavenly
bodies (celestially, seasonally, as well as astronomically) have a more powerful
connection to us terrestrial/earthly beings than I believe we can ever really know
or (fully understand).
Embrace your astrological uniqueness.
Just as physics law dictates that two of anything cannot occupy the same
space at the same time, your born month, date, year, hour, and minute makes you
personologically individual. And in this book, we will be focusing on unique-you-in
an effort to make you aware of your personological self and as well, help you
discover your karma mission and purpose in life: destiny (and of course, you have
the option of embracing life of free will or default).

Free Will, Default and Destiny
Within this blueprint; we will determine whether or not (by way of
leading, organizing or communicating) you are currently living through your:
EGO (sun sign)
ID (moon sign)
SPIRIT (rising sign)
Believe it or not, a lot of people are living life or making a living by way
of their spirit/rising sign; fulfilling their destiny and don’t even know it.
Other people, too, (by free will or default) are living life or making a
living through their ego/sun sign, or their id/moon sign. and don’t even know it.
Often times, we have a tendency to think that because we are making a
life or living doing a thing that makes us happy (or even other people happy), we
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are living out our destiny. That may (or may not) be true.
Living a life of “default” sounds bad, but it’s not necessarily a bad thing.
Because you could be making a life or great living at something that you
fell into by default-or by your choosing (free will).
If that is the case (your case), consider yourself blessed-times over-once
you find out what your destiny-your karma mission in life is. The bottom line of
that discovery is that your destiny and karma mission and purpose in life is
something that you were born to do exceptionally well (even better than how
you are making a life or living by whatever it may be that you are doing by free
will or default). It’ll probably surprise you and be something you never thought
you would or could do (or see yourself doing). Like writing was for me. But (as
you’ll read in the Conclusion), sometimes happenstance can put us in situations,
places and around certain people that see things in us that we do not see in
ourselves (or see ourselves doing or liking). That’s what happened to me. And
writing was nowhere near a passing thought in the crevices of my mind, or on the
list in my career paths repertoire. (I explain all that later in the Conclusion).
That’s what that “domino effect” is that you read me explaining in the
“Dedication” of this book where I talk about purpose in life being an act of
sharing and as a result, it: inspires, enlightens, ennobles, encourages or empowers
others and thus a domino effect is created.
It is my spiritual belief, personologically speaking, that it is impossible to
experience a sense of spiritual contentment and sense of purpose until you have
tapped into what it is you are here on this earth to do (your karma mission). I
believe that place/destiny has already been waiting to meet you since the day you
were born...
I take into consideration, the belief that “in the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth,” thereafter: the sea, the land, the air, and fire, then land,
air and sea creatures in which we (though created last) have dominion over. I
strongly believe that we terrestrial beings have a purposeful connection to the
celestial heavenly bodies and there is a “pre” (destined) organization of things
when we are born, however we have the choice and free will or default-both
which can bring us to know it, deny it, or treat it with indifference (if and after
discovery of it). Because of free will and default, we can succeed by discovering
and living our destiny/karma mission and purpose in life, or be pulled from it-live
then die never having discovered and fulfilled it. I refuse to believe that the
Creator of the heavens and the earth could create all this beauty in the order and
routine on the continuum (that we routinely adhere to), without it having a
connection to us and meaning something lasting and worthwhile. With the
dominion (intelligence, discernment, instinct) we have over all living things on
earth, I believe it was left up to us to figure it out, and what to do about it.
First Things First: Discovering Your Karma Mission and Purpose in
Life’s blueprint will help you discover what your skills, talents and abilities are
and as per your rising/spirit sign; they are supposed to come natural to you-for
they are innate.
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With that discovery, perhaps you will explore your choices and try them
out to see if they work for you in that they give you a sense of purpose, spiritual
fulfillment and contentment-then perhaps you can find a way to make a living (or
a life) by doing so. This whole methodology and discovery worked for me
however, I am only one person. But my experience has been that sometimes
certain people are put in place at certain times in your life to give you clarity, and
a new or fresh perspective that your mind may have never believed or conceived.
I bring this book to you with humility, pride and joy. And I feel confident
that if nothing else, it will give you something to think about and consider that may
be of use to you for whenever your spirit is ready to receive it...
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